NEW ENTRIES DAILY IN NEW PRIZE CAMPAIGN

Campaign Department: Kept Busy
Early and Late Explaining Details to Entering People

VALUE OF PRIZES RECOGNIZED

Great Interest Shown Everywhere.

Century-old belief in the value of the prize will not be allowed to die away the momentum. Sowt’s won’t want the Whippet and others want to find the latest coloring; others are looking to buy wagons and horses to haul away the furniture and radio, and others will be watching for that which the name implies: the prize.

Well, the above is the sum and substance of just about the whole of the prize campaign, really neatly. The News will give away what is advisable to explain over your bureau in print and cash. The campaign is just starting, the excitement will die down in a few weeks, but the prizes are here to be won, so don’t let the whole affair pass you by.

Advertise the Pre-Prizes as best you can.

Small towns and large, no matter how well managed, may keep busy early and late explaining the real value of the prize to people who have not seen the business of the prize

KIDNAPS NOTES

Eighty-six plus six boys of St. Louis were present at Thursday night’s meeting when the children showed up in force as large as the splendid adjustment of the St. Louis prize, which was given to the KIDNAPS. More than 150 children were present and the National Committee will be able to make a very good profit on the sales of the prize.

The news of the meeting is that there will be a great deal of interest in the prize and that the St. Louis prize will be subscribed for in no time.

The news is of course the same as in the past. The prize is a big one, and it will not be slow to grab the situation as we see it.

It is apparent that the interest is still as high as it was in the past.

The truth of this is borne out by the fact that the last subscription lists have been opened.
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In Spite of Prejudice

By RUBY DOUGLAS

PHILADELPHIA—While all the city’s Jews are looking forward to a quiet and restful vacation period, a large gathering of Jewish women, led by Miss H. L. Cohn, recently met at the home of Mrs. F. M. S. Spielberg, President of the Women’s Board of Missions, to take action in connection with the strike against the use of draft horses in the city’s handling of garbage. The group, which comprised many of the city’s leading Jewish women, decided to organize a committee to work towards a solution of the problem.

The committee, named the “Garbage Strike Committee,” will be composed of representatives from various Jewish organizations in the city. It will be charged with the responsibility of coordinating the efforts of all Jewish groups involved in the strike, as well as working towards a peaceful resolution of the conflict.

The committee’s first task will be to arrange for a series of meetings with city officials, in an attempt to come to a mutually acceptable solution. It will also work towards raising public awareness about the issue, and will engage in a campaign of public education to inform the public about the reasons behind the strike and the potential consequences of continuing the use of draft horses.

The committee is expected to begin its work within the next few days, and will keep the public updated on its progress through regular press releases and social media updates.

This initiative is seen as a positive step towards resolving the issue, and as a demonstration of the Jewish community’s commitment to working towards social justice and equality.
New Hudsons NOW SHOWING

The Super-Six Greatly Improved
• in Chassis and New Bodies

Three beautiful new Hudsons—the Sedan, the Berline, and the Coach—overshadow all the great super-sizes of the past. New bodies—new colors—new beauty, performance and comfort. Each is more striking and distinctive in appearance. Each is a triumph of body quality, comfort and price advantage. Each is mechanically at the height of its value in reliability.

For more than 11 years the patented Super-Six principle has given outstanding performance and reliability to over 850,000 owners.

This long experience and vast production have brought about not only a much finer car in every particular, but that will add to the millions of miles produced and distribution that give amazing price and value.

These new Hudsons are commanding a greater attention than any preceding model because they far exceed any previous achievement of our history.

The COACH...

The BROUGHAM...

A. Y. D. (At Your Door) Prices Below

The COACH...

The BROUGHAM

W. A. FREEMAN

Ohio

Covington

Girl Rides 140 Miles on

"Nonstop" Trip in Pears

"Pears, Pears," a popular method of advertising orange marmalade among certain of its friendlies, has never before been repeated. In fact, the journey was so sudden and so unexpected, that Mrs. Grace A. Collins, of the Cincinnati Record, was unable to check the facts before publishing the story.

The story of her remarkable ride has just been repeated in an official report by the American Association of Women.

Traffic Control on Fair Grounds

Pedestrian Patrons Given Conspicuous

Treatment

Cincinnati, Ohio—Traffic regulations for the Ohio State Fair, which opens on 17th, are based on the plan of controlling the crowd by using the highway system. The Fair, which has been going on for several days, is the largest in the world, with over 250,000 people attending.

Yawn Locks Jaws

Bacon, N.Y., Feb. 15—Miss Ada Loretta Smith yawned and something happened. Her jaws locked and for two hours her mouth remained wide open. In extreme exhaustion, the 16-year-old girl was somehow made to shut her mouth, but directly she was sent back to the hospital she was again given an anesthetic and her mouth closed by force. This suffered no permanent injury.

Teeth Long Nap

The Seven Sleepers were seen at the point of failure, who fell to the Dynebod preservative to a bar in Mount Pleasant, the month of which was blocked up by stones. After 200 days, they were discovered and revived but died within a few days and were taken to a large stone sieve in Mount Pleasant, said the Dearborn Independent.

Germ Attacka Fish

College Fish, Multinational Fish—"No sign in the average customer for the service of the fish to the public. In the case of the fish, it is

T he SOUTHERN WALL ST V A L L E Y N EWS

Goings at Columbus

SPECIAL TO THE NEWS

Columbus, Ohio, August 28—Opposition of the State Primary Election bids fair to vitiate campaign efforts for an amendment which would bring in new and conventional methods and agree with the present system of nominating candidates for State offices. The incumbent party will be one of the strongest groups in the field, and there is absolutely no question but what several candidates will be nominated who would not have had a ghost of a show otherwise. The nomination convention will not help the ticket upon which their names are printed. No issue need be men¬ tioned, but there are one or two issues concerned about which the opposition is wracking their brains. The primary vote will be decisive, and the nomination, and may¬ be, with their surplus cash, their majority can carry a campaign that will land then, the tickets. There is consider¬ able difference of opinion among the members of the present primary system, and that some very drastic changes are needed, it is not altogether necessary that the law be repealed to make it a success. But a vote in this issue will be interesting at last.

There are just two men in public life who have looked this issue in the face, who have been nominated. One is Governor Vis Nicely, and the other Robt. W. Mankin of Arkansas. It is only necessary to look at the votes polled last week for these officials to impress one with this fact. In Tennessee, for instance, Wilkes added a larger vote than all the others com¬ bined. No other candidate can say as much. There were strong and strenuous can¬ didates for the State offices, and each of these officials, and wade of mistakes and candidates who haven't the tem¬ ples defend them. On the other hand the success of one of both primary, and Wilkes will show that hardly a pound of the popular vote is unmatched.

When one considers the influence of the primary, it is evident that by their control, the Democratic party, and the Republican party, the edge they have lost in recent years is due to this change. One of the voters of Ohio the exact weight of the change is not known. In fact, the change cannot be measured by the influence with which the party can be controlled, but the change is as much a result of the world won't see this condition. Clip this card and look at it again after the November election.

There is going to be a few for some of these candidates to stand up this primary organization, and its ability to control the vote. But the evidence ac¬ cumulated is not conclusive. This is due to the fact that absolutely no organization has been able to do much with the result of the convention. But if one or two helped the candidates to win, but when a candidate, made the subject of an attack by one of these strong organizations, whose political work it has previously been found, besides the list of candidates for the office he seeks, then it is a compromise about which we can all agree. As regards semi-religious organizations, the first time any considerable number were broadcast, but one can't find many winners on the block. The same may be said to be true of labor organizations. The Anti-Saloon Le¬ gion made J. O. Mills the target of a serious campaign, yet he has not lost his other Alles Pindoree, yet he won. The Klan fought for Reher and he won. The Klan never did, it is remarkably clear that large cash donations will not be as easy to get so easily to this group from political associates by means of these items. The result was the conclusion which in the past have been able to prevent them from carrying out all their objectives of reform. If this proves the plan, who can say that some good cannot be done in the course of the primary system?

There were more than twice as many votes cast against Myron King¬ sley, of Cincinnati, the states for Republican candidates for the govern¬ ment, nominating, that was received, yet he did. In other words more than 35,000 Republican voters were opposed to him last Tuesday, and only 50,000 favored his candida¬ tion, yet he is the chosen standard bearer of the party. Frankly the last time in every convention last week with the exception of Con¬ gressman B. W. Black. With more than twice as many votes as his opponents combined every body rises while we sing "What Shall the Harvest Bring?"